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ABSTRACT
Data stories are an increasingly popular medium for delivering information in the field of journalism.
More and more journalists are telling stories directly from data, by creating and combining data
visualisations. A good data story, as with any other types of news story, should convey the author’s
message accurately, and without distorting the underlying data. In this paper, we introduce our ongoing project, which aims to help data journalists create accurate stories by providing a logical story
structure and informing authors of data-uncertainty through the whole life cycle of story creation.
We identify key challenges in this space, and present our design considerations for addressing them.
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CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Interactive systems and tools.
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INTRODUCTION

1 http://datastories.co.uk

Nowadays, more and more data has become openly available for people to extract facts, identify
insights, and tell stories from it. Data stories are made up of more than simply numbers from a
spreadsheet; they can reference huge webs of interconnected data about individuals and organisations,
and contain interactive visualisations that drive the story towards the author’s conclusion [2].
Creating data stories requires a diversity of skills such as domain knowledge about topics, story
telling skills, data analysis as well as visualisation skills. However, domain experts may or may not
be good story tellers. Journalists who are primarily professional story tellers may find it difficult to
produce high quality data visualisations. Therefore, it is necessary to provide tools that have the
potential to assist journalists in creating data stories.
The Data Stories1 project aims to explore how people engage with data, and provide solutions to
some of the challenges in data journalism. One of our goals is to develop a system to support data
journalists in creating accurate and engaging stories. Our system will enable authors to create data
stories in a logical structure, which aims to bridge the gaps among data, arguments, and facts. In
addition, it will inform authors of underlying uncertainty in their data through recommendations and
visualisations, in different stages of the story creation process. We believe that our proposed system
would be of interest to authors who lack data analysis and visualisation skills.
DATA STORYTELLING SYSTEMS
Many systems have been proposed to help journalists create data stories more easily. The Contextifier
system proposed by Hullman et al. [5] automatically generates annotations for line charts from stock
news. The annotated visualisations created by the system are perceived to have better relevance and
salience than those made by baseline methods such as randomly generated annotations. Similarly,
Gao et al. [1] have proposed NewsViews, a system that generates annotated maps for news. The
generated maps are also perceived to be interesting and relevant to the base story in a user study of
online workers and university graduate students. These systems can assist data journalists to make
specific types of annotated visualisations (i.e., line charts and maps). Some other systems that enable
journalists to create data stories in a more general format have also been proposed. For instance,
Satyanarayan and Heer [7] designed and prototyped the Ellipsis system, which helps journalists create

data stories that have multiple sections. Hu et al. [4] have proposed the DIVE system that supports
the whole process in data storytelling, including data exploration, visualisation generation, and story
creation. Such storytelling tools are perceived helpful and valuable by professional journalists [7].
Although these existing systems can help storytelling in many aspects, they lack two useful
supportive functions. One is to provide a story template that helps journalists to organise the content
with a focus on the underlying logical structure of their arguments. Another is to inform journalists
about the uncertainty inherent to data and data visualisations. We argue that functionality that
supports a logical structure template, and awareness and understanding of uncertainty attached to the
arguments based on data would help journalists report news more accurately. Therefore our project
aims to implement a system that supports both structured and uncertainty-aware data storytelling.
CHALLENGES AND CONSIDERATIONS
We now discuss the challenges in structured and uncertainty-aware data storytelling, and how our
system aims to address these.
Structures of Data Stories
To support structured storytelling, the first issue is to understand the aim of the author and provide
a suitable corresponding structure. Although the aim may vary for different genres [8], the goal of
many data stories is to convey an argument, and provide evidence with data to support it. Therefore,
we aim to design our system to support this common goal.
Kosara [6] has analysed a number of data stories that convey arguments and has summarised a
Claim-Fact-Conclusion (CFO) structure from these stories. The first part of this sequential structure
is a Claim section, which contains a story’s argument. To support the argument, a number of Fact
sections will follow. Each of the Fact sections contains some evidence (e.g., visualisations) generated
from data and partially contributes to the proof of the argument. The structure ends with a Conclusion
section that summarises how the facts support the argument.
Our system will use this logical structure to guide authors in the process of storytelling. Based on
the authors’ prior decisions, and additional context inferred from the data, our system will help the
authors decide if they should present a claim, seek evidence from data, or draw a conclusion, and
provide appropriate supporting visualisations. We believe that the support of such a logical structure
will make the created stories convincing and perceived as reasonable.
Uncertainty in Data Storytelling
In the process of data storytelling, different types of uncertainty exist in different stages. For instance,
some uncertainty exists in the data itself, due to sample size or distribution amongst other factors.
There may also be uncertainty in how this is expressed in visualisations, due to the analytic results

behind them (e.g., significance level, standard error). To improve the accuracy of a data story, the
uncertainty in the whole life cycle of creating the story needs to be considered and the author of the
story should be aware of such uncertainty.
Greis et al. [3] find that presenting uncertainty through visualisations can help people better
estimate the value of discrepant information; therefore it is important to communicate uncertainty in
an effective and intuitive way. Authors of data stories have to deal with similar tasks, such as deciding
whether a data field is good enough, or if the result shown in a visualisation is convincing. Thus
visualising uncertainty information such as the distribution of values and confidence intervals would
be beneficial for authors.
In the design of the system, we consider recommending visualisations based on the uncertainty of
the data used, and the analytical results drawn from them. We also apply uncertainty visualisations
to our system in order to support authors’ decision making in different stages (e.g., data exploration,
visualisation selection). Such considerations could help authors choose data and visualisations with
higher quality, which may lead to more accurate and significant conclusions.
CONCLUSIONS
As an increasingly popular medium of news, data stories can be entertaining, engaging, and informative.
However, they need to present the information hidden in data accurately and, to some extent, convey
the assumptions attached to any kind of data analysis. In this paper, we identified two challenges for
existing tools to help authors create accurate data stories: providing a consistent and logical structure,
and communicating uncertainty. We propose a system to address these issues, through adopting a
well established story structure, uncertainty-aware recommendations, and uncertainty visualisations.
As an on-going part of this project, we plan to get feedback from professional journalists about the
design and conduct user studies to evaluate the system to understand how helpful it is. We will iterate
the design and functions in a co-design process based on the feedback and the results of evaluation.
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